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Abstract
The recent advent of several oceanic observation networks like ARGO (Array for Real Time Geostrophic
Oceanography) and the radical improvement in the methods of data assimilation have promising revolutionary role
in operational forecast as well as climate studies. With a primary intention to improve the ocean initial state for
Climate Forecast System (CFS), the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Global Ocean Data
Assimilation System (GODAS) has been improved at IITM by implementing assimilation of actual ARGO salinity
observations in addition to the ARGO temperature profiles for preparing ocean initial state instead of the synthetic
salinity profiles. In this report, we assess the quality of ocean analyses obtained from the GODAS-IITM by examining
the role of assimilation of actual ARGO salinity and temperature profiles. The quality controlled ARGO salinity and
temperature profiles are assimilated to 3DVAR based GODAS-IITM system. Ocean analysis has been prepared for a
period of ten years (2005 to 2014). The analysis indicates improved salinity and temperature in the global ocean
basins. The assimilation of actual salinity profiles resulted in accurate analysis of ocean state and interannual
variability especially over the central Bay of Bengal which is a region highly influenced by freshwater influx. To
quantify the impact of assimilation on the improvement of ocean analysis, a separate experiment (noASSIM) is
carried out without assimilating any observations. The Indian Ocean warm pool is extended westward in the
noASSIM experiment because of suppression of upwelling processes in the model, whereas the GODAS-IITM
assimilation experiment reproduced the warm pool zone accurately. The strong positive and negative biases in
noASSIM experiment have vanished/reduced in the assimilation experiment. Similar improvement is notified in the
ocean physical properties such as salinity, mixed layer depth, isothermal layer depth and thermocline depth.
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Summary
It is a well established fact that accurate representation of ocean state is very essential for
better seasonal as well as short term weather forecast. The recent advent of several oceanic
observation networks like ARGO (Array for Real Time Geostrophic Oceanography) and the
radical improvement in the methods of data assimilation have a promising revolutionary role
in operational forecast as well as climate studies. With a primary intention to improve the
ocean initial state for Climate Forecast System (CFS), the NCEP’s Global Ocean Data
Assimilation System (GODAS) has been improved at Indian Institute of Tropical
Meteorology (IITM) by assimilating the actual ARGO salinity profiles (instead of synthetic
profiles) and temperature profiles for preparing ocean initial state. New ocean reanalysis has
been prepared using GODAS-IITM for the period 2005 to 2013 by assimilating ARGO
observations. The assimilation of actual ARGO temperature and salinity profiles resulted in
better ocean analysis with reduced biases in SST, SSS, D20, MLD, ILD etc. GODAS-IITM
represents high frequency (pentad) variations of upper ocean temperature and salinity similar
to RAMA buoy, which is not seen in noASSIM experiment. We prepared the ocean initial
conditions (IC) as best estimates of the ocean state obtained by assimilating the ARGO temperature and salinity in GODAS-IITM. These ICs are being utilized for issuing CFSv2
based seasonal monsoon forecast at IITM.
The bias reduction in SSS is relatively less compared to SST with assimilation over
Bay of Bengal. Bay of Bengal is a very sensitive region in terms of salinity, where the fresh
water discharge and stratification play a major role in salinity distribution and variability. The
probable reasons for this (i) the head Bay of Bengal has relatively less number of ARGO
profiles, since most of the head Bay comes under Exclusively Economic Zone. (ii) The
model is forced with the annual mean runoff, hence it may partly support some biases mainly
during monsoon and post-monsoon time. This may be reduced by forcing seasonal river
runoff in the GODAS, which will be done in our future estimations.
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1. Introduction
Estimating the state of the ocean with assimilation techniques that meld numerical
general circulation model information with observations is a primary target both in the
context of climate variability assessment and for forecasting purposes such as the
initialization of coupled ocean–atmosphere models. It is a well established fact that accurate
representation of ocean state is very essential for better seasonal as well as short term weather
forecast. The seasonally reversing winds (monsoon) over Indian Ocean transport copious
amount of moisture and give rain over the Indian subcontinent. Indian monsoon has strong
socio-economic impacts and hence accurate prediction of summer monsoon is highly
essential for Indian economy and preparedness. The strong interannual variability of Indian
summer monsoon left a challenging task for its prediction and understanding the processes.
The National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Climate Forecast System (CFS;
Saha et al., 2014) has been adapted by the IITM, Pune, India to improve Indian summer
monsoon forecasts on intraseasonal and seasonal time scales (e.g., Sahai et al. 2013; Patnaik
et al., 2013). This system is used for operational seasonal monsoon forecasts and represents
the backbone of ‘National Monsoon Mission’ by Ministry of Earth Sciences (MoES),
Government of India (http://www.tropmet.res.in/monsoon/).
Ocean initialization has significant impacts on the skill of coupled forecast at the
seasonal time scale (e.g, Balmaseda and Anderson, 2009). Earlier modeling studies have
highlighted the significance of better initial conditions, particularly with regard to the upper
ocean thermal structure in improving the skill of model forecasts at seasonal time scale
(Balmaseda et al., 2009; Balmaseda and Anderson, 2009, Ravichandran et al., 2011). Any
inaccuracy in the upper ocean thermal structure, particularly in the sea surface temperature
(SST) strongly influences the atmospheric circulation in the coupled model (Balmaseda et al.,
2009). It is well known that the errors in the model forcing fields (SST, surface flux products
2

etc.) would inevitably lead to errors in the outcome of the model. Though the error source
(arising from initial condition or forcing) cannot be traced easily, the error due to the
misrepresentation of initial state is crucial for seasonal forecasting especially the initial value
problems. Data assimilation techniques are then used to improve the ocean state estimations.
Data assimilation is the art of combining model and observations. It is based on a set
of equations that are related with sound statistics. Many theoretical studies have found
optimal ways to define various quantities (observation operators, observation and background
error co- variances etc.) and how to combine all the flow-dependent information (time
evolution of the model, Talagrand, 1997). One of the identifying characteristics of data
assimilation for numerical weather prediction is that it is a real-time activity. It is necessary to
perform an analysis within the short period of time between the arrival of the last observation
and the start of the forecast. NCEP Global Ocean Data Assimilation System (GODAS) is
adopted at IITM to provide improved ocean initial conditions for CFSv2 based operational
seasonal forecasting. This NCEP-GODAS system is successfully implemented at IITM and
provided ocean initial conditions (ICs) for issuing CFSv2 based seasonal summer monsoon
forecasts during 2014. Real-time ICs obtained are based on a three-dimensional variational
data assimilation scheme (3DVAR). In the present report validation of new GODAS-IITM
product is carried out, particularly within the Indian Ocean domain. Detailed methodology
and techniques that are used to provide the ICs and advancement towards GODAS-IITM are
discussed in the next section. Validation of GODAS-IITM product is provided in section 3
and 4, and results are summarized in section 5.
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2. Data and Methods
2.1. Model
The NCEP GODAS is based on 3DVAR, originally designed by Derber and Rosati (1989).
The original model has quasi-global configuration of the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics
Laboratory (GFDL) Modular Ocean Model (MOM).v3. The model domain extends from
75oS to 65oN and has a resolution of 1o by 1o enhanced to 1/3o in the north-south direction
within 10o of the equator. The model has 40 vertical levels with a 10-meter resolution in the
upper 200 meters. The model include an explicit free surface, the Gent-McWilliams isoneutral mixing scheme and the KPP vertical mixing scheme. Several implementations are
carried out to NCEP GODAS in the recent years (Ravichandran et al., 2013) and the
improved version has been operational at Indian National Centre for Ocean Information
Services (INCOIS), India for ocean state forecast and other applications. Despite of the
improvement in the climatological salinity, GODAS seriously underestimates salinity
variability. However the NCEP GODAS as well as the improved version of GODAS at
INCOIS assimilates synthetic salinity profiles which are derived from temperature
(Ravichandran et al., 2013). Assimilation of actual salinity has the potential to enhance the
quality of ocean analysis (Hackert et al., 2014, Vernieres et al, 2014). In addition to the
improvements carried out by Ravichandran et al., (2013), the NCEP’s GODAS has been
improved at IITM by implementing assimilation of actual salinity observations for preparing
ocean initial state. Further we have assimilated in-situ observations only from ARGO (Array
for Real Time Geostrophic Oceanography) platform.

4

2.2. Assimilation procedure
The GODAS uses a 3DVAR assimilation scheme, which was originally developed by
Derber and Rosati (1989). It was adapted for operational use at NCEP, and undergone several
developments (Behringer et al., 1998; Huanget al., 2008, Ravichandran et al., 2013). 3D-Var
avoids the computation of gain completely by looking for the analysis as an approximate
solution to the equivalent minimization problem defined by the cost function. The solution is
sought iteratively by performing several evaluations of the cost function (Derber and Rosati
1989)

where the vector T represents the correction to the first-guess prognostic tracers
(temperature and salinity) computed by the model, E is the first-guess error covariance
matrix, To represents the difference between the tracer observations and the first guess, D is
an interpolation operator that transforms the first-guess tracers from the model grid to the
observation locations, and F is the observation error covariance matrix for the tracers (Derber
and Rosati, 1989, Ravichandran et al., 2013). The horizontal covariance is modeled as a
Gaussian function that is stretched in the zonal direction with the stretching being greatest
near the equator. The vertical covariance is modeled as a Gaussian function with a scale that
increases with depth as the model grid separation increases; near the surface, the scale is
approximately 25 m. The estimated first-guess error variance is scaled by the square root of
the local vertical temperature gradient computed from a previous model analysis. In the
present study, the model is run in 5-day increments and it is the 5-day averages of
temperature and salinity that are used to estimate the error variances for the next 5-day
increment with an assimilation window of 10days. The effects of ice formation and melting
are parameterized in a very simple manner. The formation of ice provides a lower limit on the
attainable oceanic temperatures and thus the temperatures are limited to be greater than -2°C.
5

The present study uses in-situ salinity profiles instead of synthetic salinity profiles
(Ravichandran et al., 2013) to parameterize the effects of ice formation and melting along
with the effects of evaporation and precipitation on the salinity field. The relaxation time
scale used for SST and sea surface salinity (SSS) is 30 days. The purpose of using relaxation
at the surface is to provide a strong constraint on the ocean at the interface with the
atmosphere, and compensate for possible model drift due to errors in the surface heat and
momentum fluxes (Ravichandran et al., 2013). The annual mean values of the UNESCO
River runoff (Vörösmarty et al., 1996) have been used for freshwater forcing. The process of
assimilation is illustrated in a schematic shown in Flowchart 1.

Flowchart 1: Schematic illustration of GODAS assimilation model.
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2.3. Observations and data used
The ARGO observational network is established in global Ocean in early 2002,
however considerable amount of observations are available from 2005 onwards. The ARGO
data for different basins is obtained from National Oceanographic Data Center
(http://www.nodc.noaa.gov/). The quality controlled ARGO salinity and temperature profiles
are being assimilated to GODAS-IITM system. The geographical distribution of temperature
and salinity profiles utilized for assimilation is shown in Figure 1a and 1b respectively. From
figures it is evident that the number of available ARGO salinity profile is comparable to the
temperature profiles both spatially and temporally. Ocean analysis has been prepared for the
period 2005 to 2014 using these observations. The model forcing fields (surface fluxes and
wind products) are being obtained from NCEP (2005 to 2009, obtained from
http://data1.gfdl.noaa.gov /nomads /forms/core/COREv2/CIAF_v2.html) and NCMRWF (full
form, 2010 to 2014). The Research Moored Array for African–Asian–Australian Monsoon
Analysis and predication RAMA, McPhaden et al., 2009), temperature, salinity and currents
data obtained from NOAA (http://www.pmel.noaa.gov/tao) at various locations in Indian
Ocean are being utilized for validation. It is important to note that RAMA observations are
not used for assimilation but are utilized for validation purpose. In order to quantify the
improvement in ocean analysis in various fields like thermal structure, salinity, currents and
sea level, a separate experiment (noASSIM) is carried out in which none of the ocean
observations are assimilated. The World Ocean Atlas 2013 (WOA-13) climatological fields
are utilized to assess the improvement in ocean analysis from GODAS- IITM. In this report,
we assess the quality of ocean analyses obtained from the GODAS- IITM by examining the
role of actual ARGO salinity assimilation.
For the entire study period we have utilized temperature and salinity profiles from
ARGO floats. ARGO is a global network of profiling floats with a targeted unique spatio
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temporal resolution. The current global resolution is 3° x 3° with a 10 day repeating time
interval. To a limited number, the temperature and salinity observations are also available
from XBT, CTD and buoy networks. However, unlike ARGO these observations are mostly
limited to business ship tracks and cruise tracks (note that for validation purpose we have
withdrawn moored buoy observations from assimilation). Among the other profiling
networks ARGO provides the most accurate temperature (accuracy 0.002°C) and salinity
(accuracy 0.05 psu) profiles (Ravichandran et al., 2004). Hence ARGO can be considered as
a spatio-temporally consistent platform for ocean observations with unique observation error
covariance. Hence we have assimilated ARGO profiles for the present study. Temperature
and salinity profiles are assimilated at 6-h intervals using all observations from the 10-day
assimilation window. The farther a profile at a particular time, the less weight it receives in
the assimilation. This approach allows relatively sparse ocean observations to have a greater
impact on the model state (Derber and Rosati, 1989; Behringer et al., 1998, Ravichandran et
al., 2013).
The temperature and salinity fields are utilized to compute the Mixed Layer Depth
(MLD) and Barrier Layer Thickness (BLT). MLD was estimated as the depth at which the
density is greater than density at the surface (Z = 10 m) by 0.125 kg/m3 as in Godfrey and
Lindstorm (1989), BLT is defined as the difference between isothermal layer depth (ILD) and
MLD as in Sprintall and Tomczak (1992). The depth of 20ºC isotherm (D20) estimated from
ocean analysis derived from both GODAS-IITM and noASSIM experiments. D20 is a proxy
of the ocean thermocline depth.
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Results and Discussion
3. Validation of seasonal variability in GODAS-IITM
3.1. Sea Surface Temperature
An accurate analysis of ocean thermal structure is highly essential for coupled models as the
ocean initial condition has tremendous impact on forecast errors. In the present section we
assessed the impact of assimilating actual ARGO observations for better prediction. A
seasonal climatology is prepared for both the experiments (noASSIM and GODAS-IITM)
based on the analysis during the study period (2005 to 2014) and is compared with WOA-13.
Figure 2 shows the seasonal climatology of surface temperature in the Indian Ocean for the
four seasons viz. south west monsoon (summer) (June to September - JJAS), the post
monsoon (fall) (October and November - ON), the north east monsoon (winter) (December to
February - DJF) and the pre-monsoon (spring) (March to May - MAM). To quantify the
improvement with assimilation the SST bias for the respective experiments (GODAS-IITM
and noASSIM) are computed with respect to WOA-13 for all the seasons. The mean SST
distribution for the experiments GODAS-IITM and noASSIM and SST bias (with respect to
WOA 2013) is shown in Figure. 2. The pattern correlation is shown at top left corner for each
panel. The pattern correlation is computed with respect to WOA -13 for the two experiments
GODAS-IITM and noASSIM.
The period June to September (summer) is a very important season in the perspective
of rainfall over north Indian Ocean. This season is characterized by intense monsoon rainfall
over Indian subcontinent region. The role of ocean in influencing the monsoon rainfall is
instrumental. A number of previous studies have highlighted the link between Indian Ocean
SST and Indian summer monsoon rainfall variability (e.g., Shukla 1975, Rao et al., 2010,
Chaudhari et al. 2013, Chowdary et al., 2014). The SST distribution during summer over
9

Indian Ocean is characterized by warm surface waters (SST > 28°C) over the Bay of Bengal,
eastern and central equatorial Indian Ocean, and eastern Arabian Sea (Fig. 2a). These warm
waters can be considered as an extended part of western Pacific warm pool, which is the most
general characteristic feature during this season. The pronounced upwelling over the western
Arabian Sea limits the westward extension of warm pool in the Arabian Sea, where the
alongshore winds are favorable for upwelling of cold subsurface waters.
An accurate estimate of SST in coupled models is highly essential for better
prediction of monsoon. The bias in SST analysis for GODAS-IITM and noASSIM
experiments are shown in Fig. 2b and c respectively for this season. Note that the noASSIM
experiment is carried out without assimilating any observations, whereas the ARGO observed
temperature and salinity profiles are utilized in GODAS-IITM experiment. SST analysis for
noASSIM inferred a strong negative bias over the northern and central parts of Bay of
Bengal, Arabian Sea and near equatorial regions (4°S to 1°S). Strong positive bias is
evidenced in south eastern Arabian Sea and off Somalia region (Fig. 2c). Further westward
extension of warm pool zone is evident in noASSIM experiment (Fig. 2c, contour) which
leads strong positive biases in SST off Somalia regions. On the other hand, the analysis from
GODAS-IITM infers that both the strong positive and negative biases are being minimized
over the Arabian Sea, Bay of Bengal, off Somalia, and near equatorial regions. The SST
distribution from GODAS-IITM (Fig 2b, contour) is comparable with WOA-13 climatology
(Fig 2a). It is important to note that, compared to noASSIM experiment the SST bias in
GODAS-IITM is reduced. It is clear from GODAS-IITM analysis that very smaller bias (0 to
0.5°C) over most parts of the basin and the regions off Sumatra and off Somalia are
characterized by slight negative bias values (-0.5°C to 0) which are incidentally the data
sparse regions. The pattern correlation infers improved correlation in GODAS-IITM (0.99)
compared to noASSIM (0.95) experiment.
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During the post-monsoon period (ON), with the seasonal southward march of solar
radiation, the basin wide temperature diminishes compared to the previous season (JJAS).
The cold waters off Somalia and western Arabian Sea are replaced by warm waters due to
suppression of upwelling in this region (Fig. 2d). The noASSIM analysis displays a strong
negative bias (-1° C to -2° C) over most of the Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal (Fig. 2f).
Negative bias can also be found near equatorial regions (2°S to 4°S). The GODAS-IITM
analysis shows reduction in these strong biases. The analysis infers biases of range (0 to
0.5°C) over most parts of Indian Ocean and slightly higher biases of (0.5°C to 1°C) can be
observed over central equatorial Indian Ocean. The pattern correlation infers improved
correlation in GODAS-IITM (0.99) compared to noASSIM (0.95) experiment.
With the change of season, due to seasonal migration of solar radiation to the southern
hemisphere, the northern parts of both Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal are characterized by
intense cooling (SST ranging from 22° C to 25°C) during DJF. This cooling is more
dominant over the Arabian Sea compared to Bay of Bengal. The persistent warm pool
structure is changed and the warm waters can be observed in the southern hemisphere (>
28°C, Fig. 2g). The noASSIM analysis infers positive bias (0 to 1°C) over most parts of the
Indian Ocean (Fig. 2i), whereas the GODAS-IITM analysis shows minimized biases up to 0
to 0.5°C (Fig. 2h). Improvement in pattern correlation in GODAS-IITM (0.99) compared to
noASSIM (0.94) experiment is apparent. During the pre-monsoon season (MAM), the
noASSIM analysis infers a strong negative bias (0 to -1.5°C) over the Arabian Sea, off
Somalia, Bay of Bengal and near equatorial regions (Fig. 2l). However, all these biases are
reduced in GODAS-IITM analysis. Hence it is noteworthy to mention that the GODAS-IITM
analysis is considerably accurate and useful for providing ICs to forecast models
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3.2 Sea surface Salinity
Sea Surface Salinity (SSS) is another important ocean parameter which can influence the airsea interaction. Both temperature and salinity determines the density structure and hence the
ocean dynamics. During JJAS, maximum salinity is seen in northern and central Arabian Sea
(> 38 PSU, Fig. 3a), whereas minimum salinity values can be found near the head Bay of
Bengal (< 30 PSU). Even though both the basins are located at similar latitudes, the
governing physical processes are different. The Arabian Sea is influenced by intense
evaporation, intrusion of high saline waters from Red Sea and Persian Gulf which make the
salinity values very high. Whereas in the Bay of Bengal freshwater influx from major rivers
like Ganga, Brahmaputra, Godavari and Krishna is important. Representation of these distinct
features in terms of accurate analysis has been a challenging task. The present section
describes the improvement in SSS analysis by assimilating actual salinity observations.
The analysis from noASSIM experiment infers a strong negative bias of -0.2 to -1.2
psu over Arabian Sea, Bay of Bengal, and the southern parts of equator. Positive bias values
of 0 to 0.6 psu can be observed off Somalia, near Persian Gulf (Fig. 3c). The GODAS-IITM
analysis infers reduced biases throughout the basin. The strong negative biases are seen in the
noASSIM experiment over the southeast Arabian Sea, whereas such biases disappeared in
GODAS-IITM analysis (Fig. 3b). However there exists very slight positive bias (0.2 psu)
over many parts of Indian Ocean. During post-monsoon season there exists a very strong
negative bias (-1 to -1.8 psu) in southeastern Arabian Sea (Fig. 3d). These biases are
substantially reduced in GODAS-IITM analysis. Weak negative bias (-0.6 to -0.8 psu) in a
small area near the southern tip of India (Exclusive Economic Zone) is due to the availability
of lesser ARGO profiles. Similarly the GODAS-IITM displays reduced biases over all other
regions as well. Moderate positive bias of 0 to 0.4 psu can be observed over most parts of the
Indian Ocean during all the seasons (Fig. g-l). The strong negative biases are observed over
12

the Bay of Bengal occurring in noASSIM, whereas a moderate positive bias of 0.6 to 1 psu is
a common feature in central Bay of Bengal in all the seasons in both runs. The pattern
correlations in GODAS-IITM (noASSIM) experiments are 0.99 (0.95) in JJAS, 0.98 (0.97) in
ON, 0.98 (0.95) in DJF and 0.98 (0.97) in MAM respectively. Overall, pattern correlation
shows improvement in assimilation experiment compared to noASSIM.
The improvement in SSS with assimilation is relatively less compared to the
improvement in SST with assimilation, particularly over Bay of Bengal region. The Bay of
Bengal is a very sensitive region in terms of salinity, where the fresh water discharge and
stratification play a major role in salinity distribution and variability. We speculate the
following two probable reasons for this (i) the head Bay of Bengal has relatively less number
of ARGO profiles, since most of the head Bay comes under Exclusively Economic Zone. (ii)
The model is forced with the annual mean runoff, hence it may partly support some biases
mainly during monsoon and post-monsoon time.
3.3 Mixed Layer Depth
The MLD is the depth from surface up to which the temperature, salinity and density
are almost constant. The winds and heat fluxes influence MLD. MLD is an important oceanic
parameter in determining the air- sea interactions. During JJAS period, strong winds
(Findlater jet) persist over the central Arabian Sea (Joseph and Raman, 1966, Findlater, 1969)
which generates deeper MLD (>80m) in this region. A very shallow MLD (~10m) can be
observed in the head Bay of Bengal where the freshwater induced strong stratification plays a
key role in minimizing the MLD (Fig. 4a). Analysis of MLD from noASSIM infers strong
negative biases (-20 to -40m) over southeastern Arabian Sea, off Somalia region, and south of
the equator (5°S to 2°S) during summer (Fig. 4c). Positive bias values of 10 to 20m MLD can
be observed over head Bay of Bengal, northern Arabian Sea and equatorial Indian Ocean.
The strong negative biases are reduced in magnitude in GODAS-IITM experiment (Fig 4b).
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The positive bias along equator and negative bias in the south are reduced with assimilation
but the biases persisted in the region off Somalia due to sparse observations in this region.
During post monsoon season (ON), the strong MLD over the central Arabian Sea
diminishes (Fig 4d) due to retreat of southwesterly winds and the shallower MLD over Bay
of Bengal further extends to the central Bay of Bengal due to intense precipitation and river
runoff. Both the Bay of Bengal and Arabian Sea are characterized by positive biases (10 to
20m) in MLD (Fig 4f) in noASSIM. These biases are reduced in GODAS-IITM experiment;
the positive bias over the equatorial Indian Ocean has also decreased. The strong negative
bias off Southeastern Arabian Sea has also reduced. During the northeast monsoon season
(DJF), the Bay of Bengal and Arabian Sea experience strong positive biases in MLD in
noASSIM experiment, which are reduced by assimilation. The pattern correlation shows
improvement in assimilation experiment compared to noASSIM. The pattern correlations in
GODAS-IITM (noASSIM) experiments are 0.76 (0.62) in JJAS, 0.74 (0.47) in ON, 0.36
(0.11) in DJF and 0.76 (0.71) in MAM respectively.
3.4 Isothermal Layer Depth (ILD) and D20
Isothermal layer is the thermally uniform layer in the upper ocean. Deeper ILD from 90 to
100m can be observed in the southern Arabian Sean and eastern equatorial Indian Ocean
during JJAS (Fig. 5a). ILD of 40 to 60m can be observed in the Bay of Bengal and the region
south of the equator in observations. The northern Arabian Sea is characterized by the
shallowest ILD (10 to 30m). The noASSIM experiment infers a strong positive bias values
(20 to 40m) over northern and central Arabian Sea, central Bay of Bengal, central and
western equatorial Indian Ocean (Fig. 5c). These biases are reduced in the assimilation
experiment. The positive bias over the central Indian Ocean and central equatorial Indian
Ocean are reduced completely in GODAS-IITM, instead weak negative bias (0 to -10m)
values are observed in these regions (Fig. 5b). Strong negative biases (-30 to -40 cm) in the
14

southern Arabian Sea in noASSIM (Fig.5c) is noted. These biases are also reduced
considerably in GODAS-IITM experiment (Fig. 5b). During post monsoon, ILD shoals in the
central Arabian Sea due to the retreat of strong winds. However deeper ILDs persist off
Sumatra and eastern equatorial Indian Ocean (Fig. 5d). Entire Arabian Sea displayed positive
bias of about 10 to 30 m in noASSIM experiment (Fig. 5f) and strong positive bias is seen in
central equatorial Indian Ocean and southern and central Bay of Bengal. These biases are
reduced with assimilation in GODAS-IITM experiment. Similarly the analysis is improved
over many places of Indian Ocean during DJF and MAM seasons. Overall, ILD
representation is highly improved in the GODAS-IITM as compared to noASSIM mainly
from fall to spring.
The depth of 20 °C isotherm (D20) represents the ocean thermocline. The present
study infers improvement in D20 in GODAS-IITM experiment compared to noASSIM
experiment in many places. During summer, deep thermocline over the Arabian Sea and
shallow thermocline in the southwest Indian Ocean are well represented in GODAS-IITM as
compared to noASSIM (Fig. 6a, b and c), which is reflected in the bias as well.
Improvements also are seen over the eastern Indian Ocean and Arabian Sea in GODASIITM. Large positive bias in thermocline in the eastern and northern Arabian Sea seen in
noASSIM has reduced to a large extent in GODAS-IITM during ON (Fig. 6e and f). D20
biases in Bay of Bengal also reduced in GODAS-IITM. In case of winter and spring,
thermocline biases are relatively less in GODAS-IITM as compared to noASSIM mainly over
the north Indian Ocean. The pattern correlations in GODAS-IITM (noASSIM) experiments
are 0.84 (0.84) in JJAS, 0.88 (0.87) in ON, 0.83 (0.79) in DJF and 0.88 (0.86) in MAM
respectively which are shown in Figure 6. Altogether, assimilation of ARGO temperature and
salinity improved the upper ocean characteristics over the tropical Indian Ocean, which can
therefore be used for ICs for seasonal forecast coupled models.
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4. Validation of GODAS-IITM analysis (pentad) with RAMA buoys
4.1. Vertical structure of temperature
From the above analysis, it is clear that the assimilation of ARGO temperature and salinity
observations (GODAS-IITM experiment) resulted in better improvement of ocean analysis
like SST, SSS, MLD etc. The present section evaluates the improvement of ocean analysis in
the pentad time scales. The temperature and salinity observations available from RAMA
buoys in the Indian Ocean are utilized in this study. The RAMA locations with consistent
data without gaps are considered for validation purpose. The RAMA observations are
considered as true state when the analysis errors (or biases) for GODAS-IITM and noASSIM
experiment are computed. Various statistics are computed, such as the time mean profiles of
analysis, the correlation between true state with assimilation and noASSIM experiments, the
RMSE errors and standard deviations and are presented in this section.
Figure 7 shows depth-time (pentad) plot of RAMA buoy temperature from 2008 to
2013 at 90°E and 15°N, which is located in the head Bay of Bengal. Observations show
annual cycle with relatively low temperature during winter and warm temperature from
spring to fall season. Warm temperature above 26°C is extended from surface to ~90 m
depth. Further, RAMA observations display slightly warm temperatures within the upper
100m during 2010 and 2012. These episodic warming events are very well reflected in
GODAS-IITM along with systematic annual cycle (Fig. 7, middle left penal). The maximum
warming seen in the observations is not captured in noASSIM run (Fig. 7, bottom Panel).
Bias at different levels is less in GODAS-IITM than in noASSIM. Thermocline (D20) is well
represented in GODAS-IITM as compared to RAMA. Correlation of temperature at different
depths between GODAS-IITM and RAMA is always higher than with noASSIM experiment
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(middle right panel). RMSE is lower in GODAS-IITM as compared to noASSIM mainly
above 50m, representing improvements in thermal structure with assimilation.
Similar to RAMA buoy at 90°E and 15°N, buoy at 90°E and 12°N also displays episodic
warming events with time (Fig. 8). Warming events are well captured in GODAS-IITM than
in noASSIM experiment. For example warming penetrating to ~100m depth during 2010 and
2013 are well captured in GODAS-IITM, while unrealistic warming is seen in noASSIM
during 2011. Improvement in bias, correlation and RMSE further provides the importance of
assimilation in representing the better analysis or ICs. Further south at 90°E and 8°N in the
southern Bay of Bengal, vertical structure of temperature is well represented in GODASIITM as compared to RAMA buoy (Fig. 9). In case of noASSIM, thermocline depth and
warming of upper ocean are over estimated compared to GOADS-IITM and RAMA buoy
(Fig. 9). On the equator at 90°E, surface temperature greater than 30°C is extended up to 50m
depth around March to June 2010 as shown in RAMA buoy (Fig. 10). Such warming event is
well captured in GODAS-IITM, while in noASSIM unrealistic warm events are seen during
2011 and 2012 (Fig. 10). In south of the equator at 80.5°E and 16°S over the eastern Indian
Ocean, vertical extension of warm temperature (> 28°C) is less as compared to north Indian
Ocean (Fig 11, 9,10). In both observations and GODAS-IITM 26°C isotherm is surfaced
during summer season, which is largely absent in noASSIM experiment. At the same latitude
in the western Indian Ocean (55°E and 16°S), seasonal dependency of warming in the vertical
structure of temperature is strong (Fig. 12) in observations. This seasonal warming within the
50m is very well resolved in GODAS-IITM than in noASSIM experiment. However, both
model runs show similar discrepancy in representing temperature below 100m at this location
(Fig. 12). Vertical temperature structure is further well represented in GODAS-IITM at 67°E
and 12°S than in noASSIM as compared to observations (Fig. 13). The subsurface plots
showing greater RMSE at subsurface compared to surface. The careful examination reveals
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that the standard deviation itself showing similar structure of maximum variability at
subsurface, for example at location 90°E, equator (Fig 10) the standard deviation is maximum
at subsurface where the temperature oscillations due to thermocline variations dominates,
compared to surface temperature changes. However the model is not able to capture these
oscillations and resulted greater RMSE values and assimilation resulted in improving the
analysis by decreasing the bias compared to noASSIM experiment. Statistical analysis further
supports our results. Profile comparison at different locations (90°E,15°N; 90°E, 12°N; 90°E,
80°N; 90°E,0N, 80.5°E,16S; 55°E,1°6S and 67°E, 12°S) supports that GODAS-IITM product
better mach with observations even pentad scale. Thus implementation of new GODAS-IITM
is useful for providing ICs to extended range or interseasonal forecast using coupled models.
4.2 Vertical structure of salinity
Vertical structure of salinity and its evolution in GODAS-IITM and noASSIM are evaluated
with selected RAMA buoy profiles. North of the equator at 90oE and 4oN observed profiles
show increased salinity with depth (Fig 14). Salinity profiles are well represented in both
GODAS-IITM and noASSIM run. However, seasonal and interannual variations are well
captured in GODAS-IITM similar to observations. NoASSIM experiment completely failed
to reproduce seasonal variations in the vertical structure of salinity (Fig. 14). Correlation
between observations and GODAS-IITM is higher than with noASSIM experiment for upper
100m depth. In addition to that, RMSE is lower in GODAS-IITM compared to noASSIM.
Overall, assimilation of ARGO salinity profiles clearly shows the improvement in the vertical
structure. Thus GODAS-IITM would be useful for producing better ocean ICs for forecast
coupled models.
Vertical extension of high salinity water from surface to 100m depth is noted at the
end of 2009 and 2011 at 90oE and 1.5oN in observations (Fig. 15). This episodic extension of
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saline water is well represented in GODAS-IITM than in noASSIM run. Similar variations in
salinity is seen on the equator at 90oE in both observations and GODAS-IITM (not shown),
which are absent in noASSIM run. Bias, correlation and RMSE at these two locations support
the importance of assimilation in representing the upper ocean halocline structure. In the
south of equator at 80.5oE and 12oS, observations show very low surface salinity with the
occasional extension up to 50m (Fig. 16). Such variations in salinity are well represented in
GODAS-IITM. In the western Indian Ocean at 55oE and 8oS, GODAS-IITM vertical profile
of salinity is closely matched with RAMA buoy (Fig. 17). Observed vertical extension of
salinity from surface to 100m during summer 2012 is captured in GODAS-IITM, whereas
such features are not captured in noASSIM. Further, salinity vertical structure at 67oE and
12oS is better represented in GODAS-IITM than in noASSIM as compared to observations
and it is clearly evident in bias as well (Fig. 18). High correlation and low RMSE values in
GODAS-IITM infer the importance of data assimilation in improving upper ocean thermal
and haline structure.
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Figure Captions:
Fig 1: Geographical locations of ARGO temperature profiles (upper panel) and ARGO
salinity profiles (lower panel) for the period of 2005 to 2014.
Fig. 2: (a) JJAS mean SST (shaded, °C) for observations (WOA13), (b) JJAS mean SST
(contours, °C) for GODAS-IITM and SST bias (GODAS-IITM minus WOA13, shaded, °C)
and (c) JJAS mean SST (contours, °C) for noASSIM experiment and SST bias (noASSIM
minus WOA13, shaded, °C). (d)-(f) is similar to (a) to (c) but for ON (fall season), (g)-(i) is
similar to (a) to (c) but for DJF (winter season) and (j)-(l) is similar to (a) to (c) but for MAM
(spring season). Pattern correlation of mean seasonal SST with respect to WOA13 for
GODAS-IITM and noASSIM are provided top-left corner of each panel.
Fig. 3: (a) JJAS mean SSS (shaded, psu) for observations (WOA13), (b) JJAS mean SSS
(contours, psu) for GODAS-IITM and SSS bias (GODAS-IITM minus WOA13, shaded, psu)
and (c) JJAS mean SSS (contours, psu) for noASSIM experiment and SST bias (noASSIM
minus WOA13, shaded, m). (d)-(f) is similar to (a) to (c) but for ON (fall season), (g)-(i) is
similar to (a) to (c) but for DJF (winter season) and (j)-(l) is similar to (a) to (c) but for MAM
(spring season). Pattern correlation of mean seasonal SSS with respect to WOA13 for
GODAS-IITM and noASSIM are provided top-left corner of each panel.
Fig. 4: (a) JJAS mean MLD (shaded, m) for observations (WOA13), (b) JJAS mean MLD
(contours, m) for GODAS-IITM and MLD bias (GODAS-IITM minus WOA13, shaded, m)
and (c) JJAS mean MLD (contours, m) for noASSIM experiment and MLD bias (noASSIM
minus WOA13, shaded, m). (d)-(f) is similar to (a) to (c) but for ON (fall season), (g)-(i) is
similar to (a) to (c) but for DJF (winter season) and (j)-(l) is similar to (a) to (c) but for MAM
(spring season). Pattern correlation of mean seasonal MLD with respect to WOA13 for
GODAS-IITM and noASSIM are provided top-left corner of each panel.
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Fig. 5: (a) JJAS mean ILD (shaded, m) for observations (WOA13), (b) JJAS mean ILD
(contours, m) for GODAS-IITM and ILD bias (GODAS-IITM minus WOA13, shaded, m)
and (c) JJAS mean ILD (contours, m) for noASSIM experiment and ILD bias (noASSIM
minus WOA13, shaded, m). (d)-(f) is similar to (a) to (c) but for ON (fall season), (g)-(i) is
similar to (a) to (c) but for DJF (winter season) and (j)-(l) is similar to (a) to (c) but for MAM
(spring season). Pattern correlation of mean seasonal ILD with respect to WOA13 for
GODAS-IITM and noASSIM are provided top-left corner of each panel.
Fig. 6: (a) JJAS mean D20 (shaded, m) for observations (WOA13), (b) JJAS mean D20
(contours, m) for GODAS-IITM and D20 bias (GODAS-IITM minus WOA13, shaded, m)
and (c) JJAS mean D20 (contours, m) for noASSIM experiment and D20 bias (noASSIM
minus WOA13, shaded, m). (d)-(f) is similar to (a) to (c) but for ON (fall season), (g)-(i) is
similar to (a) to (c) but for DJF (winter season) and (j)-(l) is similar to (a) to (c) but for MAM
(spring season). Pattern correlation of mean seasonal D20 with respect to WOA13 for
GODAS-IITM and noASSIM are provided top-left corner of each panel.
Fig.7: Time-depth evolution of pentad temperature (shaded, °C) from RAMA buoy location
at 90°E and 15°N (top right panel), GODAS-IITM time-depth evolution of pentad
temperature (shaded, °C) at same location (middle left panel) and noASSIM experiment timedepth evolution of pentad temperature (shaded, °C) at same location (bottom left panel).
Black line in lift panels shows D20 evolution. Top-right panel displays mean temperature
profile (°C) for upper 250m for RAMA (black), GODAS-IITM (red), no-ASSIM (green),
middle-right panel shows correlation between observations and experiments (red for
GODAS-IITM and green for no- ASSIM) and bottom right panel shows RMSE between
RAMA buoy temperature (°C) and experiments (solid line in red for GODAS-IITM and
green for no ASSIM) and dashed lines represents standard deviation (SD) at each depth
(black for RAMA, red for GODAS-IITM and green for no-ASSIM). Data used for the period
December 2008 to Jun 2013.
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Fig. 8: Same as Figure 7 but for location at 90°E and 12°N.
Fig. 9: Same as Figure 7 but for location at 90°E and 8°N.
Fig. 10: Same as Figure 7 but for location at 90°E and 0°N.
Fig. 11: Same as Figure 7 but for location at 80.5°E and 16°S.
Fig. 12: Same as Figure 7 but for location at 55°E and 16°S.
Fig. 13: Same as Figure 7 but for location at 67°E and 12°S.
Fig. 14: Time-depth evolution of pentad salinity (shaded, psu) from RAMA buoy location at
90°E and 4°N (top right panel), GODAS-IITM time-depth evolution of pentad salinity
(shaded, psu) at same location (middle left panel) and noASSIM experiment time-depth
evolution of pentad salinity (shaded, psu) at same location (bottom left panel). Black line in
left panels shows D20 evolution. Top-right panel displays mean salinity profile (psu) for
upper 250m for RAMA (black), GODAS-IITM (red), no-ASSIM (green), middle-right panel
shows correlation between observations and experiments (red for GODAS-IITM and green
for no-ASSIM) and bottom right panel shows RMSE between RAMA buoy salinity (psu) and
experiments (solid line in red for GODAS-IITM and green for no ASSIM) and dashed lines
represents standard deviation (SD) at each depth (black for RAMA, red for GODAS-IITM
and green for no-ASSIM).
Fig. 15: Same as Figure 14 but for location at 90°E and 1.5°N.
Fig. 16: Same as Figure 14 but for location at 80.5°E and 12°S.
Fig. 17: Same as Figure 14 but for location at 55°E and 8°S.
Fig. 18: Same as Figure 14 but for location at 67°E and 12°S.
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Fig 1: Geographical locations of ARGO temperature profiles (upper panel) and ARGO
salinity profiles (lower panel) for the period of 2005 to 2014.
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Fig. 2: (a) JJAS mean SST (shaded, °C) for observations (WOA13), (b) JJAS mean SST
(contours, °C) for GODAS-IITM and SST bias (GODAS-IITM minus WOA13, shaded, °C)
and (c) JJAS mean SST (contours, °C) for noASSIM experiment and SST bias (noASSIM
minus WOA13, shaded, °C). (d)-(f) is similar to (a) to (c) but for ON (fall season), (g)-(i) is
similar to (a) to (c) but for DJF (winter season) and (j)-(l) is similar to (a) to (c) but for MAM
(spring season). Pattern correlation of mean seasonal SST with respect to WOA13 for
GODAS-IITM and noASSIM are provided top-left corner of each panel.
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Fig. 3: (a) JJAS mean SSS (shaded, psu) for observations (WOA13), (b) JJAS mean SSS
(contours, psu) for GODAS-IITM and SSS bias (GODAS-IITM minus WOA13, shaded, psu)
and (c) JJAS mean SSS (contours, psu) for noASSIM experiment and SST bias (noASSIM
minus WOA13, shaded, m). (d)-(f) is similar to (a) to (c) but for ON (fall season), (g)-(i) is
similar to (a) to (c) but for DJF (winter season) and (j)-(l) is similar to (a) to (c) but for MAM
(spring season). Pattern correlation of mean seasonal SSS with respect to WOA13 for
GODAS-IITM and noASSIM are provided top-left corner of each panel.
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Fig. 4: (a) JJAS mean MLD (shaded, m) for observations (WOA13), (b) JJAS mean MLD
(contours, m) for GODAS-IITM and MLD bias (GODAS-IITM minus WOA13, shaded, m)
and (c) JJAS mean MLD (contours, m) for noASSIM experiment and MLD bias (noASSIM
minus WOA13, shaded, m). (d)-(f) is similar to (a) to (c) but for ON (fall season), (g)-(i) is
similar to (a) to (c) but for DJF (winter season) and (j)-(l) is similar to (a) to (c) but for MAM
(spring season). Pattern correlation of mean seasonal MLD with respect to WOA13 for
GODAS-IITM and noASSIM are provided top-left corner of each panel.
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Fig. 5: (a) JJAS mean ILD (shaded, m) for observations (WOA13), (b) JJAS mean ILD
(contours, m) for GODAS-IITM and ILD bias (GODAS-IITM minus WOA13, shaded, m)
and (c) JJAS mean ILD (contours, m) for noASSIM experiment and ILD bias (noASSIM
minus WOA13, shaded, m). (d)-(f) is similar to (a) to (c) but for ON (fall season), (g)-(i) is
similar to (a) to (c) but for DJF (winter season) and (j)-(l) is similar to (a) to (c) but for MAM
(spring season). Pattern correlation of mean seasonal ILD with respect to WOA13 for
GODAS-IITM and noASSIM are provided top-left corner of each panel.
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Fig. 6: (a) JJAS mean D20 (shaded, m) for observations (WOA13), (b) JJAS mean D20
(contours, m) for GODAS-IITM and D20 bias (GODAS-IITM minus WOA13, shaded, m)
and (c) JJAS mean D20 (contours, m) for noASSIM experiment and D20 bias (noASSIM
minus WOA13, shaded, m). (d)-(f) is similar to (a) to (c) but for ON (fall season), (g)-(i) is
similar to (a) to (c) but for DJF (winter season) and (j)-(l) is similar to (a) to (c) but for MAM
(spring season). Pattern correlation of mean seasonal D20 with respect to WOA13 for
GODAS-IITM and noASSIM are provided top-left corner of each panel.
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Fig.7: Time-depth evolution of pentad temperature (shaded, °C) from RAMA buoy location
at 90°E and 15°N (top right panel), GODAS-IITM time-depth evolution of pentad
temperature (shaded, °C) at same location (middle left panel) and noASSIM experiment timedepth evolution of pentad temperature (shaded, °C) at same location (bottom left panel).
Black line in lift panels shows D20 evolution. Top-right panel displays mean temperature
profile (°C) for upper 250m for RAMA (black), GODAS-IITM (red), no-ASSIM (green),
middle-right panel shows correlation between observations and experiments (red for
GODAS-IITM and green for no- ASSIM) and bottom right panel shows RMSE between
RAMA buoy temperature (°C) and experiments (solid line in red for GODAS-IITM and
green for no ASSIM) and dashed lines represents standard deviation (SD) at each depth
(black for RAMA, red for GODAS-IITM and green for no-ASSIM). Data used for the period
December 2008 to Jun 2013.
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Fig. 8: Same as Figure 7 but for location at 90°E and 12°N.
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Fig. 9: Same as Figure 7 but for location at 90°E and 8°N.
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Fig. 10: Same as Figure 7 but for location at 90°E and 0°N.
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Fig. 11: Same as Figure 7 but for location at 80.5°E and 16°S.
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Fig. 12: Same as Figure 7 but for location at 55°E and 16°S.
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Fig. 13: Same as Figure 7 but for location at 67°E and 12°S.
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Fig. 14: Time-depth evolution of pentad salinity (shaded, psu) from RAMA buoy location at
90°E and 4°N (top right panel), GODAS-IITM time-depth evolution of pentad salinity
(shaded, psu) at same location (middle left panel) and noASSIM experiment time-depth
evolution of pentad salinity (shaded, psu) at same location (bottom left panel). Black line in
left panels shows D20 evolution. Top-right panel displays mean salinity profile (psu) for
upper 250m for RAMA (black), GODAS-IITM (red), no-ASSIM (green), middle-right panel
shows correlation between observations and experiments (red for GODAS-IITM and green
for no- ASSIM) and bottom right panel shows RMSE between RAMA buoy salinity (psu)
and experiments (solid line in red for GODAS-IITM and green for no ASSIM) and dashed
lines represents standard deviation (SD) at each depth (black for RAMA, red for GODASIITM and green for no-ASSIM).
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Fig. 15: Same as Figure 14 but for location at 90°E and 1.5°N.
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Fig. 16: Same as Figure 14 but for location at 80.5°E and 12°S.
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Fig. 17: Same as Figure 14 but for location at 55°E and 8°S.
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Fig. 18: Same as Figure 14 but for location at 67°E and 12°S.
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